
INTRODUCTION

Often we hear that every job is meaningful only if
it is also fun, and coaching certainly is. But in
addition to being fun, responsible and challenging.
At first, the coach is a teacher, later a mentor who
guides the player and eventually a consultant. A
good coach-teacher shows the way athletes, teach
them wisdom, honesty, courage. It focuses on the
psycho-physical development of its players, is a
creative, responsible, authoritative, loyal. In an
interview with the athletes he chooses, but should
not be deaf to the feelings of the players. From the
above we can conclude that in the modern world
significantly changed the role of sports coaches.

Modern sports coach, makes a connection
between science and practice, determining the con-
tent leading up to its methodological and life expe-
rience that has accumulated years of scientific and
theoreticalknowledge.

Development of sports, determined, therefore,

knowledge, abilities and skills, especially creative
human resources. Hence the imperative task of
training, in which the control part of the central
figure coach, the adoption of functional knowledge
and skills and education of man in a measured and
responsible behavior. In addition, it must be signif-
icantly taken into account and the parallel devel-
opment of other human socio-psychological char-
acteristics,flexibility and dynamism, a willingness
on the exploits of the risk, the individual sleeves
(actualization and achievement), and teamwork.

‘’Education in the sport derives its knowledge
from any vision of man we want in the future ’’
(Tomić, 1992). Today, the word sport means in
particular The territory of human creativity, specif-
ically in the health of biological, sociocultural and
ethical educational functions and known for its
goals and ways of their implementation. This, of
course, requires the trainer to considerably expand
the range of svijih knowledge and interests. Coach
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Abstract

The aim of this work is to stress the importance of the coach to be good pedagogue

for young sportsman. We assume that the best result in sport belong to those sportsman

whose coach has good pedagogic approach. The work with children represents the

gratest satisfaction for the coach-pedagogue because he is the witness of child’s growth

and development. The education is the largest pedagogic concept which refers to form-

ing of the personality. For children, the coach is not only the instructor in demostrat-

ing of the sport skills, but also  the model to which they want to be similar. Thanks to

pedagogy the coach-pedagogue acquires grater abillity to transfer the skills to children

on easily understandable way by forming the positive emotion of children to the sport

they are performing. The task of the the coach is to motivate children for sport prac-

ticing by favorite firstly the playning games, companionship and than the sport ethics

and fair-play and in the and the value of good results. By his presence, the coach influ-

ences on the positive work atmosphere and good cooperation in the sport group and

the tactic empathy can have the positive influence on the good and good results of the

sportsman.
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educator can not only meet their solid technical
knowledge of specific disciplines, but must be well
versed in the elements and pedagogical, psycho-
logical, sociological and medical sciences because
its function is closely adjacent to these areas.

‘’If the teacher wants to educate a man in every
respect, it needs to know in every way’’(Ushinsky,
1957). So the coach if he wants good results on the
ground, it must first of all to his players well
known, thus being a good coach not only know the
tactics of sport which is dealt with, but know -
know the pedagogy.

THE ROLE AND FUNCTION OF

PEDAGOGUE

The notion pedagogy (on greek-paidagogos)
originates as compound word from greek words
paiodos, paidos – which means child and ago,

again which means to take. The notion paidagogos

“ that who takes a child” was the name for slave
who takes a child of master and takes care of its
security, especially when the child is out of home.
In ancient Greece paidagogos is not real teacher,
because he isn’t educated, but just make possible
to a child to acquire some specific experience. He
makes a child more able for life, helps it to orient
itself in some environment. In the beginning the
pedagouge was person who was taking care of a
child, then he was person who was taking child of
master to the teacher. Later, the pedagogue became
the name for person who bring up childrens and
educate them- the teacher of cild. 

In ancient Roma pedagogus – pedagogue, this
name is related for captured educated slave, that
was the slave of home, the teacher to childrens of
its master. He was real teacher who was teaching a
child of slaveholder “about everything”, basically
making able a child for life, taking care of devel-
opment and education-on some way, the slave was
nurse and teacher to child. 

The pedagogy appears relative later as special
scientific discipline, in the beginning of 19 th cen-
tury. Johan F. Herbart is one of the first founders of
pedagogical science. J. F. Herbarye had intoduced
pedagogy in the work of university discilines, he
used term “pedagogy” which was accepted mostly
in Europe and other contries of the world. As sci-
ence- scientific discipline-pedagogy started with
development introducing schooling as general
obligation of young people. Before that, the peda-

gogy was practical discipline, and theorical prob-
lems of education, primarly in ethical aspect, were
subjects of philosophy.

The education is the subject of pedagogy, and
not just that, it’s very important also the organiza-
tion about pupil and with pupil, because on that
way can be achieved some tasks and aims. The
pedagogy is not occupied just with child and some
person in this moment, it doesn’t rest upon to
philisophy, psycology and other related sciences,
but also its perspecitive, so it’s necessary that in its
basis has developed theory and philisophy about
man, society and education. “The specificity of
pedagogy is that through styding educational phe-
nomenon in this moment, always aspire to deter-
mine and propose behavior for future- how to take
process, how to predict treatment of pupils and
teachers and elements of their relation in process
of realization of assignments and aims of educa-
tion, which are always symbol of future and mark
of future (disered) state.” (Djordjevic & Trnavac
1992). Although pedagogy in its investigationses
considering biological and sociable dimensions of
personality of some pupil, it includes in group of
sociable sciences, with emphasized humanistic ori-
entation. That’s the reason why many people tret-
ed the pedagogy as expressive example of human-
istic science, which exists in the interests of child
and man. The education is one of the primary con-
ditions of sociable life and continuous develop-
ment of society. It’s related organicly and it’s
imbuing with other humans activities and also
there is in all interpersonal relations. Because of
that, the field of work of pedagogy is problematic
inexhaustible. The pedagogue has to be maximally
engaged, and it’s necessary to have sence for dif-
ferentiation of problems and knowing about edu-
cational and school system on the whole. Educ-
ational pedagogical institution is the school- where
is properly directed school and out - of school
work of pupils with pedagogical influence.
Primery school task is identification and direction,
and for that is necessary expert who knows very
well problems of school and out-of -school educa-
tion, as well as organization and presentation of
teaching work. 

The pedagogue can fight successfully, direct
and surmount realizations of “all” problems. Kno-
wing general children’s and educational psycholo-
gy, biological development of child, then defectol-
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ogy and others, it’s capable to enter in psychologi-
cal problems. With pedagogical - psychological
observing, conversations, experiments, comun
work with children at school, it can understand,
help and direct every educational activity and on
that way can help in realization of aims and assign-
ments of school. Modern school wants to create
versatile educated person, so the functions of ped-
agogue are:

- permanently folowing of development of
pupils

-  folowing of development of pupils 
- preffesional  informing and directing pupils

for occupation 
- creation and raising of teaching process on

higher level
- intesive and continuous work with parents
- daily activity and coordination with sociable

environment 
For this realization, the pedagogue must be

with all factors which are engaged in problems of
education of children, youth and adults. Therefore,
he must be mayor factor in connection of these fac-
tors which are important for education of young
people and proffesional directing and development
of this work.

SPORTS COACH

When we talk about coach, usualy mean on
knowledge which he has about sport, about tactics,
knowing players or some physical preparations.
However, the role of coach is not just to know tac-
tics, prepare team, but more bigger and important.
The role isn’t easy and the coach can’t be every-
body, or must clear, successful coach. It should be
borne in mind that coach with his atitude to young
man (sportsman), has a lot of influence on its psy-
chological and sociable growing in the most sensi-
ble moment of life - adolescence. Because of that
it’s not just enough narrowness of proffesional
preparation, but also permanent education of ped-
agogy. The coach is idol for young people, the
teacher, leader, doctor, psychologist, but most of
all the pedagogue. 

One of the most important educated roles of
coach is continuously stimulation of sportsman in
active individual or groups learning , psychomotor
exercises, conditional-physical strengthening,
mental elevation and complete psychophysical
development. It’s very important style of work

which the caoch applies. If it si democratic style,
the coach supports democratic tolerant, non-vio-
lent, free comunication in team, in contrast of
autoritative style, where coach tries to prevent with
presion failure, he is arrogant and unfriendly. For
lesfer (indolent) coach is characteristic indiffer-
ence, pedagogical passivity, adversely has infu-
ence on motivation of sportsman… From all of
these, democratic style of work is the best for edu-
cation of students. The success of pedagogical
work of coach and development depend of com-
munication between coach and sportsman. The
coach is a builder of this communication.

SPORTS COACH WITH AND WITHOUT

PREFIH-PEDAGOGUE

We can mention once again that the coach of
younger ages, it should be pedagogue, psycholo-
gist, biologist, model of youth. To be more suc-
cessful, the coach has to develop different abilities:
proffesional knowledge, organizational skills, then
skills of communication, motivation and manage-
ment of group. 

The coach must have educational role, in other
words, he should transfer experience and knowl-
edge on young sportsman. The coach must know
basis of humans development if he wants to bring
about quality educational role, for example: int-
electual, healthy biological, motor, emotional and
sociable development. Namely, procedures must
be adjusted with developed phases where there are
players. 

Today, unfortunately, the job of coach of young
ages has people who give a bad example to chil-
dren. They are very nervous, smoke cigarets all the
time, and some of them drink alchocol during the
match. We have also examples of coaches who
roar to children, call them insulting names, and
sometimes hit, especially when they are dissatis-
fied with results. 

For these coaches we can’t say that they are
pedagogues, because their pimarly aim is victory
at any price, and not general development of chil-
drens and youth. 

Good, we can say modern coach pedagogue,
need to know how to use method of reward and
punishment for sportsmen. 

Generally speaking, the reward is positive
result of behavior or individual activity (therefore,
the praise only has the value and meaning of
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awards). Being positive, the reward is also infor-
mation to some person that its reaction, activity
was good, regular and adequate. Because of that,
the result of reward is reapiting activity of person
for which it has awarded. Just that is purpose of
award. The award makes sense of self-esteem,
confidence and success on every individual. 

The punishment is negative result or activity of
individial. It comes after reaction which we con-
sider bad or undesirable, and its aim is that reac-
tion wouldn’t repeat once again. When we use
punishment it should be more careful that that one
who is punished wouldn’t understand punishment
as revenge. It’s also worse if the coaches make fear
from punishment on young sportsmen, which it
generalizes on individual who punishes, but also
on contents which with punishment it should be
adopted regularly. 

For example, some boy can feel fear from
coach and training, that in the end he will start with
hating a sport, and from time to time he will stop
going at training. The punishment can undermine a
self-confidence of every individual. 

The coach who knows to use all of this in prac-
tice, we can say that is successful coach-peda-
gogue. 

If coach wants to be pedagogue, he should be:
more focus on what childern are doing well, and
not to look on theirs mistakes. He needs to give
them more praises and recognitions with smiling.
he should: give praises honestly,develop real
expectations in line with ages of sportsmen,
organize training which should be more varied per
activities, and that every individual be more active
create atmosphere which will reduce fear from
testing of theirs skills. The coaches need to look on
errors as normal part of process of learning and be
full of encouragament. 
The coach has to spread enthusiasm, good mood
and positive thinking, which are transfering on
childern. It’s good to talk with them, listen all the
time with smiling.

The coach can realize this with whole con-
tens of work and dominating of features of style of
its pedagogical action, but also with some inten-
tional psycho-pedagogic based motivational act-
ings. 

INSTEAD OF CONCLUSION

For pedagogy of sport it’s important: “to
emphasize that sport is educational sociable insti-
tution, full of games, and which the aim is physi-
cal and spiritual improvement of person. ”(Kok-
ovic, 2000). When we talk about this theme,
instead of usual conclusion, it’s better and affec-
tive to give declaration of real examples of coache
pedagogue, which trough work they have showed
what means the coach and how can he leads some
team on real way. 

Branko Jankovic, the legend of ex-Yugoslavia,
the handball coach, on question: What one coach
has to have for being successful? he corresponded: 

“The coaches have big responsibility. Sport is
not just a feeling of competitor, but also of fami-
lies, friends. For directing of development of child
it can’t be useful just teacher pr parent, but also the
coach. The person who has humans values, organ-
ized abilities, abilities of leadership, that one can
be successful coach. It’s not all on the paper and it
can’t be all drawn.” 

Radomir Antic, selector of serbian representa-
tion of footbal, says that successful coach, exept
tactics, has to know all his players. And that could
be possible if he breathes as they do. To players
you have to elicit respect, some dose of fear, but
also feeling that you are friend and that you want
to help all of them. It’s important to have the same
aim. Good coach must know psyche of player and
when, and how to behave to him. In the same time
the coach is parent, teacher and pedagogue to all
players. And that can’t be every body. (Sports-
Journal, 12.08.2009.)
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Apstrakt
Celta na trudot e da se uka`e kolku e zna~ajno za mladite

sportisti deka trenerot treba da bide dobar pedagog.  Najdobri
rezultati vo sportot }e  imaat onie sportisti ~ij trener, pred sé, se
odlikuva so dobar pedago{ki pristap. Rabotata so decata pretstavuva
posebno zadovolstvo za trenerot - pedagog, bidej}i od samiot po~etok,
e  svedok za nivniot rast i razvoj.  Vospituvaweto e naj{irok pedago{ki
poim koj se odnesuva na formiraweto na li~nosta. Za pomladite
vozrasni kategorii na deceta,  toj ne e samo instruktor za poka`uvawe
na sportskite znaewa, tuku primer na koj sakaat da li~at. Blagodarenie
na pedagogijata trenerot-pedagog, steknuva sposobnost  da im gi
prenesuva tie znaewa na decata na lesen i razbirliv na~in, vsaduvaj}i  im
qubov kon sportot so koj se zanimavaat. Trenerot ima zada~a da gi
motivira decata za zanimavawe so sport, taka {to }e im dava prednost
na igrite, dru`eweto, sportskata etika i fer-plejot, a potoa na
vrednostite od dobriot rezultat. So svojot pristap, trenerot vlijae
vrz povolnata rabotna atmosfera i dobrata sorabotka vo grupata na
sportistite, taka {to takti~kata elementarnost mo`e da da se
odrazuva vrz raspolo`enieto i dobrite rezultati na sportistite.

Klu~ni zborovi:  учениci, vospituvawe, sportska etika, fer-plej, 
sportski znaewa, награда, kазна
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